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Did you know?

WELCOME
Welcome to the very first
BBB Magazine, Fireworks
We are absolutely thrilled to launch this
quarterly magazine exclusively for you,
our BBB Members. We decided to name
the magazine Fireworks because just
like a firework does not reach its
potential until it is lit, knowledge has no
power until it is applied.
Each magazine will feature BBB
community interviews, stories and case
studies to inspire you as well as BBB
news, so you always know what is
available for you. Anita will write an
opinion piece and a professional reading
on the latest neuromusical research,
now in magazine form.
This magazine is part of the evolution of
the BBB membership. We think it’s time
for a new focus, and that focus is
applying neuromusical research to your
everyday teaching. This means you will
receive more ready-made student
activities, presentations and programs
and more practical ideas that you can
easily implement and use. This is
exclusive to members and its next level
advocacy!
So, grab a cup of coffee or tea (even a
wine at the end of the day) and enjoy
your BBB Mag, which we think is so
much better than our member emails.
The BBB Team
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Anita Collins
Founder

Thank goodness
Anita asked the
question “What if
every child had
music education?”
Anita is the heart and
soul of BBB.
Her vision to see that
music educators
around the world
needed access to the
neuromusical
research has
changed the lives of
so many.

Vanessa Lahy
Marketing Manger

Busy coming up with
new ideas, writing
copy and promoting
BBB is what Vanessa
likes to do.
You might meet
Vanessa at a course
(she’s the one taking
photos for Facebook)
or she might be in
touch asking you
about your BBB
experience and your
music initiatives.

Lea Faes

Admin Manager
If you have a
question about BBB,
are looking for
something in our
member hub, make
a purchase or just
need some help then
Lea is your girl.
Lea keeps us all
organised and on
task, is always
smiling and just an
email away.

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

WHAT DO PARENTS
NEED TO KNOW
about music and the brain?
Every year music educators need to
prepare a presentation for parents. This
could be anything from a five-minute
slot in a longer session for all parents, to
a 30-minute presentation to parents of
music students. Whatever length of time
you are appointed, the question is
always, “What do the parents need to
know?”
There is always the procedures - the
when, where, and how music learning is
going to happen - and there is always
expectations of the students and, less
often, of the parents. Sometimes music
educators want to start or end the
presentation with the benefits; a
justification for why music learning is
beneficial and important for their
children. It is this final aspect of a
presentation where the neuromusical
research is starting to be used. There are
now so many research findings available
on the benefits of music learning. The
question is, which benefits would
resonate most with parents?
Before we get to the list, here are a few
important questions to ask yourself:
1. What do you believe parents do not
know about music learning?
2. What do you believe informs parents
about music learning for their child?
3. What do you want your parents to
take away from this part of the
presentation?

4. Where does this part of your
presentation sit within the larger,
broader approach to educating your
parents?
As I prepare to present to my parent
groups, these would be my answers:
1. I believe my parents, by enlarge,
cannot draw a straight line between
how the act of learning music
transfers across to other subjects and
skills at school. If I ask them “is
learning music beneficial for your
child?” the parents would answer “yes”.
If I followed up with the question, “tell
me why or how?” the parents would
not have a confident and wellinformed answer. My role is to help
them be able to answer the “why and
how” of music learning.
2. I believe that parents’ understanding
of the experience and benefits of
music learning is informed by their
own music learning experience or the
experience of other children they
know well. These understandings could
be positive, negative or non-existent,
but they are mostly individualised, not
across a group or conducted using
scientific methods. My role is to help
parents see the difference between
their experiences and their child’s
individual experience and research
findings that look across a group of
children
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3. Aim for each parent to walk out of
the presentation with at least one
new piece of knowledge or
understanding. This means that if I
have five points to make, I need to
expose my parents to those five points
five times over in different ways. This
could be done in newsletters, weekly
emails, posters in a music area that
parents frequent, etc..
4. My presentation is an important
moment, but not the only moment or
interaction I have with my students’
parents. There are many informal
moments, such as right after a concert
or in a concert program, and formal
moments, such as in parent/teacher
interviews and information
documents. My parents are my
students as well - and I know students
do not understand or take in new
information just by hearing about it
once and in one way.
What are some of the best findings in
the research that parents might need to
know? This depends on the type of
music learning and the age of the
students, but here are some starting
points with links to the research papers
so you can read more.

A presentation to parents of students
commencing preschool (3 to 4 years of
age) which has a daily music program
based on a Kodaly/Orff approach
Daily music learning at this age will
Promote the reliable and fast
connectivity between the auditory
(ears), visual (eyes) and motor
(body/movement) cortices of the
brain. This helps students to
establish their sensorimotor
network, which is believed to be an
integral foundation for effective
learning.[1]
Promote strong neural connectivity
through consistent beat keeping
activities. This specific type of
connectivity has been shown to
contribute to pre-literacy skills and
ensure that children are
neurologically ready for reading at
the age of 5 (kindergarten/prep
school).[2]
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A presentation to parents of students
starting a compulsory music program
on the violin at the age of 8 (middle
years of primary/elementary school)
Learning violin in a group situation at
this age will
Enhance students auditory
processing for language sounds
because music and language share
an overlapping neural network. This
helps students to continue to
develop their reading skills but also
their comprehension and syntax
(grammar) skills.[3]
Improve students’ inhibitory control
(part of their executive function),
their ability to control their behaviour
in a group, because music learning
helps students to be more and more
comfortable with frustration and to
delay the need to get their way. The
success of the group becomes more
important than the success of one
person. This helps students stick with
difficult problems for longer and
think of others before themselves.[4]

A presentation to parents of students
starting an elective music program in
class (including playing their
instruments) at the age of 12 (or first
year of high school)
Learning about music and making
music in a class environment at this age
will
Enhance students’ problem solving
and goal setting skills which are both
part of our executive functions. Music
making and music learning involve
practise and the continual need to
solve multiple small problems in an
individual way, which is a form of
resilience. Music learning also sets
very long goals. Students begin
learning a piece that they will
perform in 2 or 3 months’ time. This
requires a form of persistence. Both
resilience and persistence can be
used in other subject areas, such as
science or physical education, as well
as in relationships and managing
emotions.[5]
Improve neural processing speeds
and memory systems, both of which
will be compromised by puberty. The
less disruptive and distracting the
natural process of puberty is, the
more students can maintain their
focus on their academic progress.[6]
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A presentation to parents of students
starting an advanced elective music
program in class (including playing
their instruments) at the age of 16 (or
final one or two years of high school)
Learning about music and making
music at an advanced level will
Enhance students brain function as
they deal with higher levels of stress.
Music learning does this by
consistently supporting the neural
synchronisation of the brain and
regulating the release of the reward
and stress hormone. These biological
factors are vital for good decision
making in later adolescents, as well
as stress management during
academic preparation and
performance.[7]
Music learning at a developing and
advanced level has greater career
and cognitive outcomes than only a
career as a musician. Students who
study music have been found to
perform well in their final exams and
standardised tests and have achieved
higher grades in English, Maths and
Science than their peers. Music
learning does this by enhancing
cognitive functions related to all
learning. It also promotes strong
skills in social understanding and
communication, and it supercharges
executive function skills that serve
musically trained students in their
future adult lives as leaders,
innovators and team members.[8]

Want more? Find our full library
of professional readings in the
Member Area.
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Who doesn't love a makeover? Feeling
fresh and new and having a whole new
perspective on life.
Good makeovers, makeovers that give
you a new lease on life, rarely come from
a moment of sheer inspiration. They
require meticulous planning and a good
dose of experimentation to find the
perfect fit and look.
We have wanted to give our
membership a makeover for quite some
time now. As we kept creating, refining
and expanding all of our tools and
products, we felt the weight of all that
creating on the current structure of the
website.
It came time to shed that weight, shift
that focus and create an area that
worked for you. We know you don't have
time to search for something you saw
last month, but now can't remember
which tab it was under. We know you
are stressed and we don't want to add to
that.
So we have put on our moving clothes,
gone into our member area and done
one hell of a reorganisation. Like Marie
Kondo we have picked up everything,
asked if we love it and if it serves your
needs, and then we have given it a new
home.
That new home has now been revealed,
and we breathed a big sigh of relief and
anticipation. We hope you enjoy
exploring, but even more than that we
hope you let us know what you think.
The BBB Membership Makeover
We are in a new age - we have evolved
our focus from information sharing to
application and supercharged advocacy.

Join Anita as she guides you
on a tour around the new
BBB+ Member Area.

MEMBERSHIP MAKEOVER

Find it quickly
When signing into the Member Area
you will now be greeted with nine areas.
Six areas have been sorted by topic and
three are extra resources.

Find what's perfect
Each hub leads you into a world of tools
and resources. To help you pinpoint
what you need we have subdivided the
tools into type. So if you need a quick
infograph to punch up your powerpoint
for parents, you can now find it easily.

Find the extras
We have made it easier for you to link to
the many services and tools we provide.
Let's say you are searching for a Infograph
for a presentation and didn't realise that
we also make printed posters to liven up
your hallways and practise rooms. Well
now we have connected all the dots for
you and you can easily get from one place
to another.
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